How did I even get into this situation? A date with a guy?! Unreal! I’m a married man, and what more, I never had interest in guys at all! …..At least, I wish I could say that without denying the fact of all the events that transpired to this day. First, let me explain to get you guys up to speed….
My name is Yami Nomura, your everday average guy but with a little extra. You see, I’m an angel and I am the luckiest person in the world to be married to the love of my life, Sanjiel Nomura-Noroi: a member of the Noroi Clan. ….You have no idea who the Noroi Clan is, do you? The Norois are a group of grim reapers from the Inferno Realm that live on the planet MarZ-X. ALIEN DEMON WOLVES, CAN YOU IMAGINE THAT?! You’d think that angels and demons would be completely mortal enemies, always at each other’s throats! However, due to an crazy twist of fate, me and Sanji got married and we have a son! We also have a daughter on the way…….BUT NONE OF THAT MATTERS RIGHT NOW. You guys are here because of the date. You see, during my time with Sanji, I’ve learned a lot about her, but the one thing that caught my attention was her magic, especially the one of cloning individuals. As a result, there has been multiple times there has been more than one of myself running about in our home, even to the point there is more variations of Sanji living amongst us, and I love each of them equally! …..But then, there was ONE CLONE that just……is a bit bizarre….
“Let’s go on a date, Yami! You and me, a night in the big city! That sounds like a fun idea, huh?”
A low husky voice shot out from behind me as I groaned with an annoyed tone, feeling my clothes grow around my body again. Every day. EVERY SINGLE DAY. Why is that I can never just enjoy a day with my own wife without being bothered by this guy? I looked behind me slightly as I saw a male wolf standing behind me, just one look at him showed that he had an immense sense of pride but he also had this bit of a cocky attitude as well, as if he was saying that he was better in the bed than any other man could be. ……Then again, maybe that was because of the fact that he never went a day wearing nothing but a pair of boxers that hugged his crotch! Nothing was left to imagination when it came to him! This pain in my side was one of the last clones Sanji created of herself, properly going by the name of Sanjiro or Jiro for short. I looked away from him immediately, hoping that he would catch the hint to go away, but unfortunately, I am not that lucky.
“Hey? Yami! Come on, a married couple should go on a date sometime, you know? I’m thinking maybe a movie, a bite to eat, perhaps a stroll in the park under the stars. Something simple, yet elegant.”
“No. Shoo, go away.”
“Aww, why do you have to be so cruel sometimes, kitty girl? It’s just a simple date!”
Oh, I don’t know. Why am I so mean? Let’s recap: YOU DRUGGED ME, TOOK ME TO VEGAS, AND GOT ME MARRIED IN THE SAME EXACT SAME DAY! AND WHEN I FOUND OUT, SANJIEL GAVE HER CONSENT! I DIDN’T EVEN GET A CHANCE TO DIVORCE US! Plus, every time she saw us together, I could see that look in her eyes: the one she gets when she is letting her perverted side show up. Why do I get the feeling that there is going to be a lot of days I will be spending with Jiro here? Plus, just like the genuine article, Jiro has magic as well, but it does the reverse effect to my body compared to Sanjiel and the many other female clones she has. Let me explain: first off, let me start by saying that naturally, my body is that of an 11-yr old boy. I passed away at a very young age, but once I got closer to Sanjiel, her magic rubbed off on me and it allowed me to sustain an older, more mature-looking body. Every day I tend to spend my life as this older variation of myself, so it got to the point I completely forgot about my normal body…..until Jiro came into the picture. With him around, my body would always shrink back to my shota self with…..ADDED bonuses. What are those bonuses, you may ask? You’ll see…..
“Just go away, please? I’m waiting for Sanji to get back home from work.”
As I said that, Jiro picked me up from my recliner, then sat back down in the chair with me sitting in his lap, he sighed softly as he nuzzled his chin into the top of my head. I was definitely uncomfortable feeling his crotch dig into my ass, automatically getting a sense of “Ohhh, is he going to fuck my ass again? His cum has already made it grow to the point I can barely wear my pants, so how big is he intending for me to grow? Until I look like Yuki or something?!”
There’s THAT bonus I mentioned. You see, the Noroi Clan is known for having the ability of using 13 different types of magic, their most prominent being body modification. However, THIS ABILITY is accessible after ONE THING: SEX. Lots and lots and LOTS of sex. I swear, they have a sex drive like no one can believe. Even Sanjiel had to make it where I would have to grow a hyper cock and balls just to keep up with her, and even now, I still think she has more stamina that I do. Then again, does it really count if she is a female? All that you need to remember is that once you are branded by a Noroi, body modification is definitely going to be a normal thing in your life. Best example? Here he comes now….
“Did I hear mention of a date? Why Yami, you just can’t say no to Jiro! Dates are some of the things that keeps a relationship alive! Besides, if you are waiting for Sanjiel, you might be waiting for quite some time.”, said a rather feminine voice coming up from my left.
“What are you talking about, Yuki? What’s going on with Sanji?”, I asked, looking to my left to meet a blue anthrofied Mobian hedgehog looking back at me, the first thing standing out at me was his multicolored hair and his incredibly wide hips and thick backside.
This person really needs no explanation, but for those that are new around here, this is Yuki Sairenji-Noroi. Yuki here is the wife of Raksha Noroi, a relative of Sanjiel’s. He was the second person outside of myself that had ever came into contact with the Noroi Clan, but unlike myself who wasn’t really keen to being with a guy, Yuki WELCOMED it and definitely indulged in the carnal cravings each Noroi has. Honestly though, and I think Raksha may never say it, but I think he definitely met his match with Yuki. I mean, if your partner happens to be an escapee sexdroid who is capable of pleasing anyone, AND I MEAN ANYONE, you definitely would be surprised to see that he could match your stamina, and more than likely, surpass it….
Yuki smiled as he suckled on a lollipop gently as he pulled his phone out from the pocket of his shorts, immediately turning it on and scrolling through a couple of text messages before reading, “Yuu-chan, if you get this message, relay it to Yami: I won’t be able to come home for a few days, got a huge workload here in the Inferno Realm. Busy life of a grim reaper, am I right? Anyway, you have our debit card, so you shouldn’t have to worry about things like food. Also, I know you too well. You would probably go a little stir-crazy in that house without me, especially with Big Bro Jiro and Yuki there, so be calm when I say this.”
I raised an eyebrow when Yuki stopped there, before he flicked his finger to the second part of the text: “First, and please don’t snap: Yuki is in charge while I am gone. I know its our house, but Yuki definitely will be able to keep a tighter grip on control in the house than you can.”
“WHAT?! SHE REALLY SAID THAT ABOUT ME?! Oh, come on, Sanji! I could handle things around here! I can do a way better job than the fatty here!”, I yelled, getting petted on the head immediately by Jiro, calming me down almost immediately. Curse him for knowing that mellows me out too quickly.
A vein of anger appeared on Yuki’s forehead as he said, “I would ask kindly if you would stop calling me fat. Anyway, where were we? Ah yes, here we go.”
He returned his attention to his phone as he said, “Also, be nice to Jiro. You two are a married couple, so I want you to take this time to get closer to him. So if Yuki has to put his foot down when it comes to you two, do what he says with no questions. So, I’ll be home as soon as I can. Be good, stay away from chocolate because we know how you can get, and if Yuki says you were good, I might have a little surprise for you.” Yuki looked at me as he tapped the screen on his phone, my hat that was sitting nearby rattled slightly.
“She sent something along with the message, and I didn’t want to open it. That’s for you.” I reached over to my tophat and reached within its infinite confines, pulling out a similarly TARDIS-themed iPhone. I scrolled to the message Yuki sent me and as I opened the item Sanji sent to him, my face flushed so red, I could’ve mistaken myself for a beet. Also, by instinct, my hand immediately covered up my crotch. Jiro peeked from behind my ears as he wolf whistled slightly.
“Oh my, looks like sis just gave you a pretty BIG incentive on being nice, Kitty.” As Jiro said that, he grinned as he said, “So, about that date: NOW do you wanna go on one with me?”
I grumbled slightly, but then sighed in defeat. “Alright alright, fine. But I get to choose the movie!” Jiro grinned slightly when I said that, nodding in agreement.
“Hey, if you two are going on a date, I have something perfect for you to wear!”, Yuki stated. My eyes widened as he said that, Yuki looking at the two of us with a very broad grin.
Why did I get an impending sense of fear at that?
With that stated, Yuki walked both me and Jiro to his bedroom to definitely the second largest article in his room: the closet. Yuki loved clothes, just as you would expect from someone who was openly feminine, but it got to a point that Sanjiel and I had to build an extra room just for him and Raksha to have a huge walk-in closet! Talk about intense!
Yuki looked around as he said, “So, is this date formal or just a day in town?”
“Oh, nothing too special. If memory serves me, there is an amusement park 30 minutes away, so I think we’ll go there, then probably get a bite to eat.”, Jiro replied as he put a fedora on his head, only for Yuki to smack it off immediately. “No, no fedoras! We are not going down that line! No, what you two need is something…..fashionable, but also relaxing. Luckily, I have just the thing in mind. Yami, you sit right down in that chair over there and let me work with Jiro for a second, ok?”
I shrugged my shoulders as Yuki took Jiro further back into the closet, I immediately sat down and removed my tophat from my head as I reached in and pulled out a bag of chips, nibbling a few of them gently. A few minutes had passed before Yuki walked back to me with Jiro beside him, Jiro clad in a red sleeveless muscle t-shirt, a pair of black cargo pants, with a red and black cap on his head, his two ears sticking out of the top while a large tuft of his hair stuck out from the back of the cap giving him an antenna hairstyle. He was also wearing a pair of white and black inverse-styled Converse sneakers as well. Yuki tied the rest of his hair up in a ponytail as he said, “This is a simple outfit, not too flashy, plus can never go wrong when you invite your girl to the gun show. Go on, give us a flex!”
“Well, if you insist.”, Jiro replied as he flexed slightly, mostly showing off at me. I could immediately see his muscles swell within the shirt, giving it a slight strain around his chest. It almost looked like he was trying to be as big as our roommate Ace, just in his body!
“What do you think, Sweet Cheeks? Do you like?”, Jiro asked. I smirked as he asked, rolling my eyes instead of giving an actual answer.
Well, I won’t lie: he does look pretty good in that. Then again, HE IS ALWAYS WEARING NOTHING BUT BOXERS, so seeing him in clothes is a difference for me. That was the thought that went through my head as Yuki kept fiddling with the cap, switching it to a forward position before switching it back to a backwards position. “Hmm…..yeah, definitely backwards. The bill on the cap hides your face too much, plus with the red shirt, it’ll bring out your eyes some more. Now, accessories! And you are lucky, because I have just the thing in mind for you, Jiro!”, Yuki said, before holding a necklace that had the Noroi Star pentagram on it, but with the addition of two angel wings embroidering the sigil.
“Whoa, where did you get this, Yuki?”, Jiro asked. The Mobian smiled as he said, “I made it. Sanji wanted me to make one for her as well, so I decided to make three. I have one for you too, Yami. I decided to put yours on a collar instead of a chain like I did with Jiro’s. That way, it’ll compliment you as a cat and you’ll be matching a little more with your wife.” As he said that, he walked up behind me and placed the collar around my neck. I fiddled slightly with the little pendant as I said, “It’s cute. Sanji really wanted this?”
“It doubles as a locket, so she was planning on putting a picture into hers once she got the chance. But enough chat. Jiro has his clothes. Now to deal with you….”, Yuki stated as he looked me over from each angle. He frowned as he said, “Can we do something about your hair, Yami? The spiky look has got to go.”
“I like my hair as is, deal with it.”
The hedgehog frowned as he walked over to a nearby dresser and grabbed a roll of tape measure. He cleared his throat as he motioned for me to stand up, I reluctantly did so as he let the measure drop down to my feet. “Since you are in your normal body before all the changes Sanjiel caused, whatever clothes I find will have to be resized. That’s no problem. The problem is mainly you. You have a style. A TACKY ONE, but one you will never let go and that’s what’s going to make this troublesome.”, Yuki stated as he then wrapped the measure around my hips, his eyes widened as he looked at the measure stop at 100 inches around.
100 inches?! Damn, Jiro! I was only 60 a few days ago! How much bigger is my ass going to get?! I’m gonna have to start borrowing some of Sanji’s clothes at this rate!
“And we are keeping the tophat, aren’t we?”, Yuki said with a groan. I nodded as he sighed and said, “Alright, fine. Let’s see what we can find, shall we?” As he said that, he led me back to the many racks of clothes within the closet, leaving Jiro behind. Jiro sat down and whistled gently as he twiddled his fingers and thumbs, anxious to see what Yuki’s mind concocted for his girl.
Now, a part of me definitely told me this was a bad idea. Another definitely told me to leave as quickly as possible. And another said to just suck it up and deal with it and see what happens. I really should’ve listened to the part that said to leave….
Yuki walked back as he said, “Give the hedgehog a medal! When it comes to fashion, I am definitely the best!”
“Fashion!? What about this walking sign of ‘I’m easy and willing, take me!?’ is fashion?!”, I exclaimed as I came around the corner covered in a large overcoat. Yuki grinned, but was easily annoyed due to the vein that was clearly visible in his forehead. He walked up to him and smiled as he said, “Now now, Yami. Don’t be shy. Show Jiro my work!”
As he said that, Yuki tugged hard on the overcoat, snatching it away from me as I stood in front of Jiro, his eyes widened as his jaw dropped slightly as he saw what Yuki had put together: outside of my TARDIS-themed tophat, Yuki put me in a small t-shirt that mostly showed off all my stomach and midriff. It was way too small to be classified as a shirt, but it definitely kept my chest covered up. The shirt was a pastel pink and it had short sleeves that sat on my shoulders while it showed off a lot of my neck and breastbone. Embroidered on the shirt was a heart symbol that had the words Daddy’s Girl within the center. Along with the shirt was a pair of purple and pink striped arm warmers, the kind that looked like really long fingerless gloves, as well as a pair of matching colored socks, one kept loose around my left ankle and the other stretched up around to my right thigh. The reason my socks was like this was due to the fact that Yuki had me wearing a pair of sky blue blue jeans, but the right leg was completely gone, so it gave the pants more of a booty shorts-type of vibe while still covering up the other half of my lower body. He also put me in a pair of Converse sneakers too, but unlike Jiro’s, they were the normal design of black and white and they were stylized as a pair of Wedge Sneakers instead.
“Heels wasn’t working, but the Wedge Sneaker look is just perfect for Yami! Glad I thought of it. Hmm…..still needs something….”, Yuki stated, my face beet red as I asked, “WHAT ELSE DOES IT NEED?”
Yuki grinned as he snapped his fingers, I squeaked slightly as I placed my hands to my crotch immediately, feeling something change immediately. “That outfit just does not work with boxers, dear. Gotta go with some panties!” I frowned deeply as Jiro said, “Wow, Sweet Cheeks. You look adorable! I like it!” I looked away with a slight blush and said, “I-Idiot, don’t compliment it.”
Yuki smiled as he looked at a nearby clock and said, “Well, that’s a job well done for me. You two better get going before the amusement park closes! Oh, don’t forget to take an umbrella! I hear we can expect rain later today!” Jiro nodded, but then yelled as he said, “Wait, I don’t have a car! Mine’s in the shop!”
Maybe I’m lucky and we don’t have to leave!
“Oh, no problem. You can use Yami’s car! I don’t think that would be a problem, would it, Yami?”, Yuki replied as he reached into the overcoat and pulled out a pair of car keys with a picture of me and Sanjiel acting as a keychain.
CRAP! Why did you have to open your big mouth, Yuki?!
“Just don’t scratch her, please? She’s a classic, and it was really hard for me and Sanji to get!”, I pleaded. Jiro smiled as he took the keys as he thanked Yuki, then he placed his arm around me as we walked to the garage. As Jiro flipped on the lights, we could see Raksha working on the engine to his car, a four-door Subaru. As Jiro waved to the tiger, he walked past a tiny scooter before coming to a vehicle covered in a tarp, removing it to see a black 1977 Pontiac Firebird Trans Am. He whistled softly as he said, “Classic American muscle car. Not a bad choice, kitten.”
“Again, PLEASE DON’T SCRATCH HER.”, I said with a worried tone. Jiro chuckled as he opened up the passenger side door as he motioned me into the car, immediately walking to the driver’s side as he said, “Don’t worry, I’ll take it nice and slow.”
As he said that and we strapped ourselves in, he fired up the engine and drove out of the garage, immediately making a left and headed straight for town. I frowned deeply the entire time we were driving, the time passing by felt staggeringly slow, the only solace was the sound of music coming from the Bluetooth radio until the car finally came to a stop within a parking lot near the amusement park. Jiro smiled as he hopped out of the car and walked to the passenger side, opening the door as a proper gentleman should.
“Well, we’re here. Shall we go?”, Jiro asked, holding a hand out towards me. I sighed as I reluctantly took his hand as I stepped out of the car, the door closing behind me with a soft click. The two of us walked towards the park’s entrance, the smell of popcorn, cotton candy, and other confectionaries flooding my sense of smell. Jiro walked up to the ticket stand and paid for our entrance inside, and then he placed a wristband around my arm as he said, “With this, we’ll have access to all the rides and attractions inside the park, Yami. Don’t lose that!”
“Wow, I’m impressed. These wristbands have unlimited usage here in this park. Definitely not a cheap buy. Where did you get the money for this, Jiro?”
“That’s my little secret, Sweet Cheeks. Let’s head on inside. I hear that they added a new rollercoaster just recently!”
My face turned green visibly when he said that. If there was one thing I was partially weak against, it was definitely rollercoasters. “Uhh, could we not go around the rollercoasters, please? I get nauseous pretty easily.” Jiro smiled softly as he said, “Ok then. What do you want to do then?” I crossed my arms as I looked around, seeing a few of the rides within seeing distance: a slingshot, a couple of rollercoasters, the classic spinning teacups, and a water raft ride. I smiled slightly as I pointed at the raft ride and said, “How about that?”
Jiro’s eyes widened as he said, “But we’d get soaked!” I giggled slightly as I said, “You asked what I wanted to do, and I choose the water raft ride! Unless you are afraid of getting wet!” Jiro smirked as he said, “I bet anything the only one being soaked here will be you, kitten.” I laughed as the two of us left towards the raft ride, not noticing the two of us got the attention of some onlookers in the process. As the two of us arrived in the line of the water ride, I watched as the people exited the ride soaked like crazy. A few minutes passed as it was finally me and Jiro’s turn to enter the ride. As we were strapped into the ride, I sighed softly as I heard the water rushing around us. Jiro looked at me as he asked, “You like the sound of running water, don’t you?”
I nodded as I said, “It’s a calming sound. Water is part of everything around us, even our very bodies. Without it, life wouldn’t exist as it does. Sorry, look at me getting metaphysical here. I guess it comes with the whole angel life, you know?” Jiro chuckled as the raft was finally unlatched from the bridge it was hooked on to as he said, “That’s what I like about you, kitten. You look at this world in a different angle, and you see a beauty other people would overlook.” I chuckled, then my ears twitched as I said, “Well, looks like you are about to experience that beauty firsthand, Jiro.” Jiro tilted his head slightly, only for a large wave to splash him on his side of the raft. He frowned as his hat was washed off his head, laying on his lap as his hair was pretty much flattened over his eyes. I smirked, only to break out into an uncontrollable laugh, only for karma to immediately retaliate as the water splashed me as well, along with the other people on the raft with us.
Jiro smirked as he peeled his hair from in front of his eyes as he said, “Yeah, water truly is a BEAUTIFUL thing, isn’t it, Yami?” I pouted as I said, “Awww, I was certain I could get off of this ride bone-dry! Ah well, guess I lost that one.” Jiro’s face reddened slightly as he could visibly see through my shirt, a drop of blood trickled from his nose as he said, “Such a beautiful person you are, Yami.” I looked at him and stuck my tongue out slightly as I hit him on the head gently and said, “Idiot.”
As the time passed, we finally made our way off the ride. We decided to walk around and view the sights before tackling anything else to get ourselves dry. During this time, we tackled some of the other attractions that awarded some prizes for playing. I had to pull Jiro away from the stand that had the cute teddy bear, otherwise he would’ve gotten fleeced of all his money! Sorry, Jiro, but these amusement parks are geniuses at robbing you blind. More time passed by as we finally came across the food area….
The two of us sat down at a table as Jiro sighed softly, his stomach growled loudly as he said, “Man oh man, I am starving!” I nodded in agreement as I heard my stomach growl slightly, Jiro immediately said, “I know what this calls for: how does a chili dog sound, Yami?”
My eyes lit up as I nodded furiously. “With cheese and onions, please!” Jiro chuckled as he patted my shoulder as he walked up to the nearby hotdog stand, leaving me to myself. I fiddled around with my hands as three other people sat down at the table with me. I looked at them as I said, “Oh, good afternoon, fellows. Nice day we’re having, huh?” One being, definitely another wolf from the looks of his stature, chuckled as he said, “It is a nice day, and it could be even better.” I tilted my head slightly as the other two people slid closer to me, with closer inspection I could tell the two were weasels – twins from the looks of things. They had the exact same fur pattern and eye color, but what threw me off was the fact that they were both wearing black hoodies.
‘Black hoodies? In the middle of the afternoon? I am getting a bad vibe off of these guys, I best keep my guard up.’, I thought to myself as the wolf stood up, walking over to me as he looked me over. He chuckled and grinned slightly as he looked at my shirt and said, “Daddy’s Girl, huh? Looking for a daddy, eh? Come with me, I can be your daddy if you want to.”
‘Uh-oh! Stranger danger! Not a good thing to be stuck here!’, I thought to myself, my eyes shrank in horror from what I was hearing. “Uhh, listen guys. I don’t want any trouble. I’m here on a date with my husband. Perhaps you three should go.” The weasels laughed as they spoke in unison and said, “Her husband! Boss, did you hear that? She’s here with her husband, isn’t that adorable?!” The wolf grumbled as he said, “You two really need to break that habit of speaking at the same time. It’s very annoying. Look, cutie. You just come with me and I assure you, I will show you a real good time with a real man.”
I gulped loudly as I looked at him, and I could swear he was definitely flexing the entire time he was talking to me. Then again, it didn’t take that much effort at all to do so: this wolf was about six feet tall, maybe taller with the build of a bodybuilder. It didn’t even look like the clothes he was wearing was the right size, perhaps a size smaller just so he could show off every muscle he had. He leaned in close to me, his nose pretty much level with mine as he said, “How does that sound? Sounds like fun, doesn’t it?”
“I think he made himself quite clear: he is here with his husband.”, a voice rang out. I looked to my left, the wolf immediately doing the same as he got a swift punch in the jaw, the wolf being launched into a nearby trashcan. I smiled brightly as I said, “Nice punch, Jiro!” Jiro frowned as he said, “Thanks, but I messed up your chili dog in the process.” I shook my head as I said, “Its fine! That guy was hitting on me!” The two weasel twins looked over at their leader in shock as they both said, “Boss! Are you ok?! Answer us!”
The wolf growled slightly as he pulled himself out of the bin, his face covered in melted ice cream. He frowned heavily as he said, “Cheap shot, asshole. And don’t think I didn’t hear you call her a he. So, we came across a gay couple here! What a laugh!” Both me and Jiro immediately stated, “We’re bisexual, get your facts straight, moron.” The wolf snarled at the two of us, only for me to smirk and chuckle slightly. “What’s so funny, gigglebox?”, the wolf retorted. I pointed at him as he said, “I’m laughing at you! You think you are so big and bad with your tough talk and muscles, but with that melted ice cream on your face, you just look like a roided out clown!”
The wolf snarled as he wiped his face clean as he said, “Alright, that’s it. No one gets to make fun of me like that!” The wolf immediately made his way towards me, but was stopped dead in his tracks by Jiro, who had the look to kill in his eyes. “I am only going to say this once: BACK OFF.”, Jiro said with a low tone. The wolf grimaced as he flinched slightly, I immediately looked around Jiro as I said, “I’d do as he says, pal. Don’t forget, he laid you out with just a single punch. And that wasn’t even him trying, TRUST ME. Also, don’t forget: we are in Amaria, pal. You wouldn’t want the people in charge coming down here, now would you?”
The wolf’s eyes widened as the weasel twins immediately grabbed him by his arms, one of the twins said, “Come on, Boss! The cat’s right: if any of the Dimensional Protection Unit comes down here, we certainly won’t be getting off of this with just a slap of the wrist, even more so now that HE is out of his coma!” The wolf looked at the twin as the other said, “Come on, WE NEED TO GO.” The wolf snorted as he shook out of the weasel twins’ grips as he looked at Jiro and me and said, “We will see each other again. Let’s go.” With that, the three left us behind. Jiro sighed as he turned to me and hugged me tightly as he said, “They didn’t hurt you, did they? I swear, if they did!”
I shushed the wolf as I said, “Its ok, I’m fine. Still, thanks for coming to help me. You were like a knight in shining armor there, Jiro!” Jiro blushed and chuckled as he tried to reply to that, but only a babble of words escaped from his mouth. I chuckled as I kissed him gently on his lips as I said, “I understand exactly what you want to say. Come on, let’s go home. It’s getting late!” Jiro placed two fingers on his lips as he said, “Ok, kitten. Let’s go home.”
With that, the two of us returned to my car, and with a few seconds to start the engine, Jiro drove us back home. I yawned slightly as I dozed off in the car, Jiro chuckling as he patted me gently on my head, he silently thought to himself, ‘Such an interesting catch you and I got, huh sis? No wonder we like him so much.”
…..What? Did you really think I hated being in a relationship with Jiro? Come on, just because I find it weird being in a submissive position doesn’t mean I hate the guy. Honestly, you guys judge me too easily! As the drive home passed quickly, I slept pretty much the entire time. Jiro had to carry me back inside when we arrived back. As Jiro retired me to the bed, he tucked me away gently as he walked back downstairs to watch TV. As some time passed, he too retired to bed, the two of us slumbered and slept as the day gave way to the next day….
I yawned loudly as Yuki placed a plate of waffles in front of me, I mumbled as I scratched my head gently. I nibbled on one of the waffles, Yuki laughed slightly as he said, “Yami. There’s no syrup on that waffle.” I mumbled around the waffle slightly, but then immediately took the syrup bottle and placed some syrup onto the waffle and continued back to eating it. Yuki shook his head as he picked up his iPhone and said, “Oh, I think you’d might be happy to know that Sanjiel messaged me last night!”
I raised an eyebrow as I said, “She did? What did she say?” Yuki smiled as he read Sanjiel’s message and said: “Hey guys! Just checking up on all of you. I hope that nothing too crazy has happened in my absence.”
“Unless you call a big beefy wolf hitting on me and Jiro punching him in the jaw is crazy, then no, nothing has happened.”, I retorted as I continued eating my breakfast. Yuki smirked as he continued reading: “I think you’d like to know, especially Yami, that work is going smoothly here in the Inferno Realm. With any luck, I may be able to come home a lot earlier than I expected. So, just play nice, make sure Noah gets plenty to eat, and I will see you all hopefully soon!” I smiled as I said, “Well, it’s good to know that everything is going well for Sanji. Things will be better once she gets home. But until then….”
Jiro wrapped his arms around me as he nuzzled into my neck and said, “It’s just you and me, right?” I sighed softly and smiled as I nuzzled back against me and said, “Yeah. Just you and me.”


